
Volcano Fuji, the highest peak in Japan,
whose appearance is so beautiful that it
is designated as special scenic beauty, is
a symbol of our country.  On the other
hand, on the west side of the mountain,
there is a failure, which is one of the
biggest in Japan and is called Osawa
failure.  It extends from an area just
below the mountaintop to the height of
2,200m elevation, and its size is 2.1 km
long (horizontal measurement), 500 m
at its maximum breadth, and 150 m at
its maximum depth.  The total amount
of collapsed soil is estimated to be 75
million m3 (approximately 60 times the
volume of Tokyo Dome).  Due to debris
flow that caused a great deal of damage
to the lower reach on many occasions,
Shizuoka Prefecture started a survey in
1957.  The national government also
started a survey as directly-control
sabo works in 1968, and launched sabo
works in the following year 1969.At
present, collapse at Osawa failure is still
going on, producing an average of
150,000 m3 of sediment annually.
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■Excavated sediment
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Volcano Fuji, whose surface is mostly covered with fragile
volcanic soil in contrast with its beautiful appearance, is actively
producing sediments.  Debris flow has occurred in early winter
and late spring, especially in Osawa failure, and it has caused a
great deal of damage to the lower reach.
Mount Fuji Sabo Works Office is promoting the development of
Osawa failure in order to protect the objects to be conserved in
the lower reach.  It will do this by inundating and safely depositing
the debris flow from the Osawa failure into a vast sand pocket on
the Osawa Alluvial Fan, and by preventing the debris flow from
discharging into the Urui River.  The sand pocket consists of the
following: embankment works to lead debris to flow safely; training
levees to prevent the flow from expanding laterally and to control
it; groundsills and falling works to smooth bed slopes and to fix
sediment; excavated sediment trap works to prevent secondary
runoff; and designated tree zones for sediment control, where

The conventional channel works
aimed at straightening the river
channel and fixing the watercourse
in order to prevent the inundation
and lengthwise and crosswise
erosion in the river.  The stream
preservation works, which are
being conducted at present, adopt
construction methods friendly to
natural landscapes and
environment.  They try not to
change mountain streams as much
as possible by preserving the
original river channel and
reinforcing only where necessary
on riverbeds and riverbanks.

■Stream preservation works

■Osawa River sand pocket

While preventing erosion of the riverbed and valley
walls caused by debris flows, this dam temporarily
holds sediment so that an excessive amount does
not flow out. It sends away the sediment with a
small to medium water flow, thus having a regulatory
effect.

The torrent of Mt. Fuji are narrow and
shallow, therefore this facility was
established to empty accumulation
areas and to stop sediment and
debris flow. This facility establishs
works at Inokubo River, Osawa River,
Ashidori River, Kazamatsuri River, and
Yumisawa River. When sediment have
accumulated, stones are removed.

Yumisawa excavated sediment trap

Okubosawa stream preservation works
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■Valley head investigation works
Osawa failure at the valley head, where large-scale failure occurs, is a
source of debris flow.  Because of its high altitude, civil engineering works
to reduce discharged sediment at Osawa failure have a lot of problems
which make it hard to start full-fledged construction.  These problems
include technical problems such as construction techniques and means of
material transportation, and problems from the environment and
landscape.  Therefore, trial construction works have been conducted in
the canyon area at 2,100 meter elevation, which leads to Osawa failure at
the valley head.  Investigation works started in 1982, and so far over 30
kinds of monitored trial construction works have been conducted, such as
low groundsill type dam construction works, embankment protection
works, slope foundation works, and rockfall prevention net (rock-net)
installment works.

■Environmentally-friendly material delivery system
Since material delivery at the valley head depends on a helicopter, delivery
schedules are affected by weather and the conveyance volume is limited.
For the purpose of establishing technologies for material delivery other
than by a helicopter, we have started experiments toward the practical use
of the "Hybrid
Fuji HEART System".
In this system, a freight car is designed to go up steep slopes at 30
degrees and deliver three tons of materials safely and certainly.  In
addition, it is an environmentally-friendly system, adopting elevated rack
rails (laying rails 1.5m high on the ground surface), which have less impact
on animals' migration and vegetation.

The Yui landslide, which is located in Yui Town, Ihara-gun, Shizuoka Prefecture, has
been known as one of the rough spots for transport.  In the print "Yui" from the
collection titled "Fifty-three Stations of the Tokaido Road", Hiroshige Utagawa
described Satta Pass, which is sandwiched between a precipitous terrain and Suruga
Bay.
It has long been a key junction of transport, and it also has many records of sediment-
related disasters, including landslides.  At present, important traffic routes connecting
the east and west of Japan including the main artilleries of Japan (JR Tokaido Line,
Route 1, Tomei Expressway) are concentrated in this area. Efforts for the landslide
control project directly supervised by the central government have been made, in view
of the possibility that massive landslides might be caused by downpours or an
earthquake in the Tokai region.

Concrete placement by helicopter

Completion image of the
 "Hybrid Fuji HEART System (tentative name)"

"Yui" from the "Fifty-three Stationsof the
 Tokaido Road" by Hiroshige Utagawa

 (published by Hoeido)
Source: Tokaido Hiroshige Art Museum (Yui Town)

Yui landslide
Mt. Fuji seen from the present Satta Pass and the project targeted area

(JR Tokaido Line, Route 1, Tomei Expressway)



Since the start of sediment control works directly
supervised by the central government, sediment-related
disasters in the lower reach have been prevented.  Debris
flow from the Osawa River, Kurinokisawa River, Kazamatsuri
River, etc. and sediment brought by slush avalanche have
been trapped at sand pockets, sabo dams, and excavated
sediment trap works in the Osawa River.Although debris
flow occurred in November, 2000 and December, 2004, sabo
facilities prevented disasters.

Sedimentation condition of debris flow at the 9th
groundsill of the Osawa sand pocket(November 28, 1991)

Sand deposit on a sand pocket may flow
out to a lower reach when the next debris
flow occurs.  So, it is removed by debris
exclude works so that it might not cause a
disaster.  After it is sieved and crushed,
sediment is used efficiently as filling for
roads, parks, and housing land
developments, and beach nourishment soil.

The removal of rocks and sifting out of
pebbles from deposited sediment

Use as beach nourishment soil

In order to protect the region from debris
flow in the Osawa River and torrents at the
southwest base of the mountain, we set up
rain gauges, stream surveillance cameras
and wire sensors for real-time monitoring.
We are also considering the establishment
of a volcanic monitoring system by closed-
circuit television cameras as a measure
against volcanic disaster.

Picture of debris flow taken by a monitoring
 cameraon November 21, 2000

Centralized monitoring system at Disaster
 Management Room

 (at Mount Fuji Sabo Office)

Debris flow on November 21, 2000
(Source: Chunichi Shimbun and

 Shizuoka Shimbun)

Debris flow on December 5, 2004
(Source: Shizuoka Shimbun)

Huge boulders brought to the Osawa
sand pocket by debris flow
(November 21, 2000)



Mt. Fuji had volcanic eruptions even after the Younger Fuji Volcano was formed about 10,000 years ago, and volcanic activities have
been periodically observed from the beginning of recorded history.  Though it has been silent for about 300 years after the last eruption
in 1707, known as the Hoei Eruption, it is predicted that a volcanic eruption would cause serious damage.
Mt. Fuji Sabo Works Office is looking at ways of drafting a Mt. Fuji volcanic sabo plan (including a strategy for placement of sabo
facilities), developing a system to observe Volcano Fuji, cooperating with related organizations, and making a real-time hazard map in
order to prevent sediment-related disasters by volcanic activities of Mt. Fuji.
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